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MFTF-a+T: AN UPGRADE TO THE MFTF-B*
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Abstract: Several options for upgrading the
MFTF-B physics and nuclear performance have been
considered. Early in FY83, these upgrades were pro-
posed to the fusion community. The one most favorably
received was the MFTF-a+T. The proposed implementa-
tion, shown in Fig. 1, will permit two modes of opera-
tion. One mode emphasizes better confinement and
higher Q. A physics goal is to achieve a central cell
Q of 2. At this point, about one-third of the central
cell heating comes from alpha particles. At the pro-
posed Q of 2, the power out of the center cell plasma
is twice that of the input power to the plasma. The
second operating mode emphasizes high fusion power
production and high neutron wall loading in the central
cell. This is achieved with a center cell insert
module, which promises a wall loading of 2 MW/m2.
This mode will provide a unique opportunity for oper-
ating a power-producing blanket section at reactor-like
parameters.

Fig. 1. MFTF-a+T.

The MFTF-a+T will demonstrate all of the reactor-
relevant technologies required for a mirror system
and will provide an opportunity to solve the problems
of integrating these subsystems in a nuclear environ-
ment. The MFTF-a+T will address those nuclear systems
issues related to a first wall loading of 2 MK/in ,
steady-state operation (100 h), and a total fluence
of 2 MW-year/m . The machine burns D-T, has an
availability of over 10%, is fully shielded, allows
hands-on maintenance of components exterior to the
vacuum vessel 24 h after shutdown, and has provisions
to repair all operating components. The MFTF-a+T
upgraae can be installed in Building 431 at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), utilizing
existing facilities and many of the present MFTF-B
components.
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This paper presencs a snapshot of the device
design which was begun in FY83 and which will continue
for several years. The engineering design of the
MFTF-a+T has been a principle activity at the Fusion
Engineering Design Center (FEDC) during FY83. LLNL
has provided the physics and the initial baseline
concept and guided the activity.

MFTF-a+T Mission

The mission of the MFTF-Upgrade is to provide a
useful step in the orderly progression from the MFTF-B
to the next major new experimental mirror machine.
This step will both a<? rance the physics database and
provide the technology verification that will be
required for the more advanced Fusion Power Demonstra-
tion (FPD) machine that will follow. The following
physics issues are addressee: (1) alpha particle
physics, (2) reactor geometry (MARS configuration),
(3) halo physics, and (4) drift pumping. The tech-
nology t • be included for development and testing
includes:

• Tritium process and cleanup in a reactor-like
mode .

• Negative-ion-based, neutral beam injection

• Tritium breeding blankets

• High field magnets in a nuclear environment

• Control systems operating in a reactor mode

• Maintenance of an activated system

• Irradiation of materi; > at reactor-level flux

Principle Design Guidelines

In order to meet the requirements of the mission
and be consistent with the budget and schedule for
the upgrade, the following constraints were imposed on
the design:

• The technology was limited to modest extrapola-
tions of systems now in use or to those scheduled
to be produced by programs in place

• The device was housed in the existing MFTF-B
vault space

• Maximum use was made of the MFTF-B hardware
systems

• Design system availability will be 10%

• Experimental run length will be 100 h or more

<i The device will include the installation of a
high flux nuclear testing region

• Capital cost was kept low through creative
design but attention was also focused on ope-
rating cost

Physics Overview

To meet the mission for the MFTF-Upgrade, LLNL
proposed the MFTF-a+T. This upgrade of MFTF-B will
be capable of operating in two distinctly different
steady-state D-T burning modes. The first improves
confinement and achieves a central cell Q of 2.
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Physics parameters for this mode are shown in Fig. 2.
The second mode uses a nuclear test station insert in
the central section, operating in a Kelley mode to
provide a neutron wall loading of 2 MW/ra2. Physics
parameters are shown in Fig. 3. Fluence for this
machine is expected to be more than 2 MW-year/n2 over
its 10-year life.

Table 1. a+T performance parameters

Fig. 2. Profiles of field, potential, and
density in the high Q mode of MFTF-a+T.
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Fig. 3. Profiles of field, potential, and
density in the high r mode of MFTF-a+T.

MFTF-a+T uses Mirror Advanced Reactor Study
(MARS)-like [1] end plugs, with direct conversion,
halo pumping, negative-ion NBI for sloshing beams,
and full neutron shielding. The baseline concept
performance is summarized in Table 1.

In MFTF-a+T, the conditions in the plasma are
relevant to a power reactor. End plugging is good
enough that radial losses dominate and the central
cell heating and power losses dominate over the plug
power. The central cell population is more nearly
isotropic, and alpha heating is significant, amounting
to 30% of the required heating.

Effective Q
Average B%

Field (T)
Ion (rvO (s-«T 3)
Density (en"3)

Fusion power density Wcc)
Total fusion poner (MW)
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2.4

40

1.6

1 « 10'*

1.9 » 10111

1.93
7

0.11
0.25

20
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1.1

31

4 .5

4.7 » 1013

4.75 » 101"
55.2
17

2 . 0

0.15

4 . 0

Two new and improved physics concepts are incor-
porated in the end plugs. Radial drift pumping re-
places beam charge-exchange pumping. Drift pumping
removes unwanted ions, an essential ingredient for
steady-state operation. Another feature is the addi-
tion of a region of good MHD curvature in the transi-
tion. This region becomes the MHD anchor an^ adds to
the MHD damping of the plug region — the other good
curvature region with large plasma pressure.

Configuration

The MFTF-a+T device systems and components are
integrated into a configuration, shown in Fig. 1.
The design makes maximum use of MFTF-B components,
incorporating some totally new systems and modifying
existing components where necessary. The most
technologically innovative additions are the continu-
ous 80- and 200-keV neutral beams, the introduction
of high field (18-T) unshielded copper coils, and
c*rift pumping. These items require an aggressive
development program to be available in reliable form
in the time frame of the upgrade construction sche-
dule. A critical technology to be incorporated in
the a+T is the tritium fuel cycle and cleanup system.
The a+T will be capable of being operat- and main-
tained with acceptable availability (>- s) in high
radiation fields of the D-T burning device. Figure 4
is a cutaway plan view of the device showing the
major systems and components. In this drawing, the
components have been rotated into a plane for the
sake of clarity. ««-»«.>-. .,„

Fig. 4. MFTF-a+T plan view (components rotated
into plane).

The MFTF-a+T device can be viewed as having
three main areas: the D-T axicell, the central celi,
and the end cells. The D-T axicell porton of the
fusion chamber consists of a new structure designed
to accommodate one central copper background field
coil, two 12-T choke coils, one tritium and one
deuterium positive-ion neutral beam injector (NBI)
and their dumps, nuclear shielding, and the test
module. The two beam lines are located on opposite
sides of the device, with the beams intersecting the
axis at an angle of 80°. Their internal components
may be withdrawn into hot cells located on the first
floor level for maintenance.



The test module, located at the midpoint of the
machine, can accommodate complete 360° specimens.
Vertical access is provided for module maintenance.
Eockground field is provided by large superconducting
coils. The test module is located between the two
normal conducting choke coils, which are 4 m apart.
This geometry provides relatively uniform neutron
wall loading over the 1-m-long test module. Addi-
tional test volume is available to the side of the
test module.

A portion of the central cell is located to each
side of the axicell and extends 8 m to the 18-T choke
coil. Each portion of the central cell contains nu-
clear shielding modules within the bore of five MFTF-
B solenoid coils.

The end cells consist of all of the systems re-
quired for plugging, stabilizing, vacuum pumping,
impurity removal, and potential control. All operating
hardware components in the end cell are accessible.
Even the Yin-Yang mignet parts and other large com-
ponents considered to be lifetime components can be
replaced if necessary.

Vacuum Vessel, Support Structure, and Nuclear Shielding

The external surface of MFTF-a+T device is
basically a circular cylinder, 8.3 m in diameter and
6S m in length. The o+T is slightly longer and
smaller in diameter than the MFTF-B. All major
shielding for the device is internal. Facility
shielding is external to the device and is already
installed in Building 431 at LLNL. The total device
operating weight is about 5,250 tonne.

The vacuum vessel, support structure, and nuclear
shielding concepts for the a+T upgrade (Fig. 5)
incorporate many unique features which are the result
of consistent attention to cost, maintainability, and
machine availability. The selection of the same dia-
meter for the end cell as the center cell, the use
of the existing end cell concrete support piers, and
the integrated vacuum vessel/bulk snield design adapted
for the end cell result in efficient and effective use
of structurally required material.

Fig. 5. Vacuum vessel and support structure.

Hatches and access ports are provided for main-
tenance in locations that allow maximum direct removal
of the major components. A small hatch provides
access to the halo scraper and direct converter. A
large hatch provides access to the end cell coils
which are considered to be lifetime components and
thus require infrequent access. Separate, snail
access ports are incorporated in the large end cell
hatch for rapid replacement of such items as the drift
pump coil, ICRH, and ECRH antennas.

The center cell features two access hatches, one
within the other. The test module, a central cell
copper coil, associated shielding, and hatch are
assembled and installed as a unit. This design con-
cept allows for easy test module removal. The seal
for the test module hatch is an 0-ring type. The
large hatch is used to remove the remaining center
cell coils and bulk shield. Since the coils and bulk
shield are lifetime components, the large hatch has a
welded vacuum seal. The small hatch structural frame
provides for precise location of the test module.

To maintain the hands-on maintenance philosophy
at the outside surface of the vacuum vessel, the bulk
shielding is located inside the vacuum vessel. The
end cell bulk shield consists primarily of water (160
cm) contained inside the structural envelope, which is
lined with B.C (boron carbide) to reduce external

radiation and is covered on the outside with a layer
of lead. The center cell bulk shield is varied in
composition but is mainly stainless steel and water.
Use is made of stainless s il balls to keep cost low.
In some areas, concrete is used for shielding. The
shielding is sufficient to ailow 10% availability and
keep the radiation at end-of-machine life to 0.5 mrem/h,
24 h after shutdown.

Magnet System

The winding bundle layouts for MFTF-a+T and MFTF-B
are shown in Fig. 6. The major configurational dif-
ferences are a MARS-like end cell and a central cell
nuclear test station. Even though the a+T end cells
have a significantly increased performance with a fac-
tor of 5 to 10 increase in machine Q, the end cell
magnetic system weighs about one-half that of the
MFTF-B. The entire coil magnet set is shielded from
the high neutron wall loading. The superconducting
magnets have shielding varying from 10 cm in parts of
the end cell to nearly 1 m in the nuclear test station
area. All magnets are accessible for repair or re-
placement as necessary.

KECIRCULARIZER

Fig. 6. Magnetic configuration for MFTF-B and a+T.

The MFTF-a+T contains 29 magnets. Five of these
are copper with four of the five being inserts to
superconducting magnets. These inserted coils produce
a field-on-axis of 12 T and 18 T and represent signi-
ficant extensions of the state of the art due to both
field and size. These unshielded copper coils operate
in a high neutron flux and are wound with high strength
copper alloy conductors to minimize size. Internal
water-cooled construction is used. The fifth copper
coil, located at the center of the machine, is a
result of a trade study that showed that its use couid
result in a significant reduction in the cost of the
nuclear test station magnetf



The superconducting magnet technology is extra-
polated from the MFTF-B. Indeed, 12 of the MFTF-B
superconducting coils will be used in MFTF-a+T. The
end cell coils are configured to perform in a manner
similar to MARS. The MFTF-a+T coils must be shielded
from the D-T neutron environment, and therefore neu-
tronic heating and radiation damage are a major con-
sideration in the design.

Heating and Drift Pumping System

This upgrade will demonstrate the use of rf power
to perform all heating and particle pumping functions
in a tandem ii::~Tor, with two exceptions. First, in
the center cell, neutral beam injection is retained.
It is used to fuel the a+T plasma and it provides a
higher Q than rf heating. This positive-ion-based in-
jector design can be said to be well within the state
of the art, except for the source and accelerator
pulse length (presently designed and demonstrated at
SO s), which needs to be extended to steady-state
tritium operation. The second use of NBI is in the
end plug cell. A high energy/«lcshing-ion population
must be maintained in the end plug. For the a+T end
plug densities and potentials, the injection require-
ments are 4.2-A D~ at 200 keV. The a+T features
negative ion NBI in this use for two reasons. The
overall beam line efficiency is higher, 41% as com-
pared to ~13%, and demonstrates advanced technology
needed for future machines such as ETR and power
reactors. This injector uses four newly developed
1 awrence Berkely Laboratory self-extracting sources
with a low risk conventional accelerator and a trans-
verse field focusing (TFF) ion beam transporter. The
transporter allows positioning of the source out of
the mainstream of the neutrons. Good divergence
(<0.5°) and careful selection of source length (̂-50
cm] and injector geometry result in concentration of
injected particles into the magnetic well of the end
plug, where the plasma thickness is only 14 cm.

The upgrade electron heating in the end plug
features the same basic design as used in the MFTF-B.
In fact, cost-effective use is made of all the MFTF-B
equipment, with the exception of the final launcher
equipment, which is incompatible with the a+T inter-
face. The upgrade frequencies (56 GHz and 35 GHz} are
the same as two of the "B" frequencies. Six new chan-
nels are added to provide a total of 2.4 MW of inci-
dent power for the plug barriers.

Ion cyclotron heating is used in the a+T anchor
region. Here, too, effective use is made of the
existing equipment. The MFTF-B center cell equipment
is converted to 25 MHz, and this modifified design is
duplicated. A third unit needs to be built but with a
frequency of 50 MHz. This second harmonic heating of
the anchor cell deuterium is used to control beta.

Finally, there is the rf drift pumping feature,
shown in Fig. 7. Coils placed in the anchor and plug
cells are excited by very low frequency, but high
current signals. The flux created by these coils
perturbs the end cell magnetic fields, and this in-
creases the ion radial transport. The enhanced radial
transport of ions allows the direct converter to func-
tion as an electron collecting device.

Halo Pumping and Vacuum System

The MFTF-a+T will be the first device to feature
a halo scraper for impurity removal. A sketch of the
halo scraper and vacuum pumping components is shown in
Fig. 8. Trade studies were performed to determine the
halo scraper location and plate surface materials that
provide maximum lifetime at minimal cost. The halo
scraper design features a low Z beryllium inner halo
plate and a high Z tantalum alloy outer halo plate.

SHIELD PLUG
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Fig. 7. Drift pump coil pair.
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Fig. 8. Halo scrapur and direct converter.

With this combination of materials and the proposed
halo scraper location, all halo scraper components are
expected to last the entire lifetime of the device.
The MFTF-a+T vacuum vessel features a separate hatch
for installation and removal of the halo scraper
components. This design facilitates maintenance of
the high performance halo scraper components.

Vacuum pumping during the plasma burn time can be
performed at a pressure that is more than three orders
of magnitude higher than that required without the
halo scraper. At this higher operating pressure, a
low cost pumping system featuring turbomolecular pumps
is incorporated in the design. The use of turbomo-
lecular pumps instead of cryopumps significantly
reduces the vulnerable tritium inventory.

The a+T features a gridless direct converter to
control the plasma potential and to extract electrical
energy and heat from the plasma. Since capital cost
is an important issue in a+T, the energy impinging on
the converter will not be processed for use. The
collector itself will feature a low cost flat plate
construction for the inner collector and a flat washer-
shaped outer collector plate. Using two plate? facili-
tates radial potential control.

Electrical System

The cost of the a+T electrical system is mini-
mized by using and adding to existing MFTF-B equipment.
There are two ac power substations that provide power
to MFTF-B. Both substations will be used, but up-
graded. The 230-kV substation capacity will be in-
creased to supply all the MFTF-a+T injector, ICRH,
ECRH, and rf drift pump power supplies for continuous
operation. The 115-kV substation capacity will be
increased to supply the resistive coil power supplies
and the fuel processing facility. The MFTF-a+T will
feature the addition of four low cost, 480-V, 1100-kW
diesel generators for essential power backup for
tritium and safety systems.

All but two of the 19 MFTF-B magnet supplies will
be used for supplying power to the MFTF-a+T magnets.



Three new superconducting coil power supplies to power
the added superconducting coils and three new resistive
coil power supplies to meet the higher current require-
ments for the copper choke coils will be provided.

The existing MFTF-B neutral beam power supplies
will be used to provide continuous dc power for the
a+T NBI, ECRH, ICRH, and rf drift pumps. All these
power supplies may require some modification of their
cooling systems to operate continuously at a reduced
current rating. NBI power supplies assigned to ECRH
power generation can use the existing 90-kV voltage,
but NBI power supplies assigned to ICRH and rf drift
pump power generation require an input voltage of 4.16
kV in lieu of 13.8 kV. A new 13.8-kV/4.16-kV trans-
former will be added to the 230-kV substation to meet
the requirement.

The a+T primary controls will use reliable
process measurements that are compatible with MFTF-B
instrumentation and control. Considerably more rf
power control and instrumentation is required for
MFTF-a+T. The primary controls for a+T will have
provision for accommodating some trim correction
secondary controls which utilize real time plasma
diagnostics measurements.

The design of the a+T diagnostics is solving the
problems of operation in a high radiation environment:
limited access to the axicell plasma; real time feed-
back control; and reliable plasma measurements (with
an accuracy of ±5% or better). The need to cover both
the D-D and D-T phases of operation with tritium, neu-
tron, and alpha particle diagnostics, which are not
provided for MFTF-B, is also being addressed. The
MFTF-B data acquisition system will be expanded to
accommodate several thousand additional data channels
required for a+T.

Maintenance

The development of the a+T configuration consi-
dered three aspects of maintenance: contact operations
supplemented by remote operations for component hand-
ling, the design limitations imposed by this upgrade,
and component lifetimes. The maintenance philosophy
was adopted early to guide the development of the con-
figuration and component design concepts. The design
maintenance guidelines consider operating flexibility
for this near-term device along with the opportunity
to accomplish numerous maintenance tasks between D-T
operations. Contact operations at the shield boundary
are permitted 24 h after device shutdown. Capability
to accomplish major maintenance and disassembly opera-
tions remotely under normal and emergency conditions
is a design requirement. Modularized component instal-
lations which exhibit independent disassembly proce-
dures are also a design requirement. Utilization of
proven remote equipment technology is assumed for this
near-term device.

A tentative plan of operations was developed
based on achieving a device operating availability of
10%. Assembly/disassembly scenarios were investigated
and designs were modified to accommodate the scenarios.
Figure 9 is an indication of the approach. Scheduled
downtime, unscheduled component replacements, a test
plan for blanket module operations, and estimates of
component replacements were incorporated in the plan.

Tritium Systems

Meeting the fueling requirements for MFTF-a+T has
led to a tritium system design which features continu-
ous tritium processing. The a+T will produce 17 MW of
fusion power with a burn fraction of .02 and a power
pulse duration of over 100 h. If reprocessing were
not used, 2-3 kg of tritium and of deuterium would be

Fig. 9. Test station assembly and access to
major components.

needed. With reprocessing, the site tritium inven-
tory can be kept to less than 450 g. Burn times can
be varied over large ranges without concern for
tritium inventory, and transportation problems are
minimized with only makeup gas being required after
the initial inventory is established. A complete
fuel cycle is provided for MFTF-a+T. Components are
provided to process end store the fuel, for secondary
containment, atmospheric tritium recovery, waste
processing, accountability analysis and safety.

Safety, Siting, and Environmental Aspects

An objective of MFTF-a+T is to demonstrate that
a D-T burning fusion facility can be operated with
minimal environmental impact. A preliminary assess-
ment investigating the effects of normal operation,
component failure, and failures induced by natural
phenomena indicate that a major release of tritium
is highly improbably (<10~6/year) since the major
sources of tritium are provided with multiple levels
of confinement. Siting for MFTF-a+T is at LLNL.
All safety-related structures are being designed
to accommodate maximum credible seismic forces. The
site boundary is located one-half kilometer from the
facility, and preliminary estimates indicate that an
individual residing at the site boundary or general
public resident at the nearest population zone will
receive far less (several orders of magnitude) radia-
tion dose (due to normal operation as well as following
an accident) than the allowable limits set by DOE.
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